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Alamo DotProduct Scan - Pointfuse to 3D PDF 

The Alamo model was scanned using the 

DotProduct DPI-8X handheld 3D scanner. The 

scanner acquired a 3D point cloud with range and 

color information, stitching together a continuous 

sweep by hand motion over The Alamo façade. 

The point cloud was then processed by Scan-to-

CAD and Point Cloud to Vector Model operations 

with Pointfuse, capturing and reconstructing a 

geometric surface model for this example. 

Pointfuse is an advanced 

analysis and point cloud 

processing software tool from 

Arithmetica Ltd. based in the United Kingdom and is best known for its fast 

automatic point cloud to vector model conversion from any point cloud 

source to any industry standard 3D CAD vector model. Arithmetica is known 

for solving real-world scientific, medical and engineering problems with 

advanced mathematical, engineering and computer science skills. 

By using Pointfuse’s vector model generation from scanned point cloud 

operations, a full rich 3D model is created suitable for export for a variety of 

workflows.  

Once exported to FBX model file type, the PDF3D 

ReportGen from Visual Technology Services 

transforms the model into a 3D dynamic view 

inside of a PDF document. Using the Adobe Reader or similar 3D PDF 

enabled viewer mouse pan, zoom is available in a special illustration view-

port inside the MS-Word designed document page.  

Left mouse button moves around, while right mouse (or Shift-Mouse on Mac) 

zooms. For more information see: 

DotProduct https://www.dotproduct3d.com   

Pointfuse http://pointfuse.com  

PDF3D   https://www.pdf3d.com  

The Alamo 
 

The Alamo Mission in San Antonio Texas, also known as 

the "Shrine of Texas Liberty", is a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site. Founded in the 18th century as a Roman 

Catholic mission and fortress, is famous for the site of 

the Battle of the Alamo in 1836, and is now a museum 

site. 

A very important iconic cultural site for Texas, the Battle 

of the Alamo was a pivotal event in the Texas 

Revolution. The Mexican army advanced on the Alamo 

where about 100 Texans were garrisoned.  The Texan 

army was unable to provide reinforcements and were 

defeated by the much larger advancing Mexican army. 

The Alamo receives over four million visitors each year, 

making it one of the most popular historic sites in the 

United States. 
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